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Money laundering lawsuit against Fed could be tied to Obama
staff...

* Lawsuit

* By:Kenneth Schortgen Jr
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On Nov. 8, Craig B. Hulet, a well known and highly respected
analyst on government policy, terrorism, and international
relations, spoke on Coast to Coast AM regarding the growing
scandal involving a lawsuitagainst the Federal Reserve, major
banks, and many members of the Bush and Obama
administrations.  During his one hour interview, Hulet offered
the assessment that many members of the Obama cabinet,
including Hillary Clinton, Timothy Geithner, and Eric Holder,
were resigning their offices due to their potential roles in the
TARP money laundering lawsuit.
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Craig B. Hulet: "It began simple enough with a lawsuit filed by

Spire Law Group, charging that $43 trillion, that's trillion with a

't', against a number of defendants starting with Bank of

America, every other major bank, numerous, maybe as many as

2000 bank servicing organizations, different tax havens, banks

overseas, government officials, corporate officials, ceo's and

directors..."

CH: "Now will they succeed (Spire Law)?  No.  Of course they are

not going to succeed.  This law firm will no succeed... they will be

discredited, they will be indicted, they will be smeared every way

shape and form.  But I'll tell you what, it's caused enough of a

furor that Timothy Geithner, and Eric Holder, and Hillary Clinton,

all just jumped ship, and I will predict, a whole lot of

other Obama administration officials, especially at the Treasury

and the Fed, are also going to jump ship." - Coast to Coast AM,

Nov. 8

It is interesting to note that not 12 hours after Craig Hulet's
interview, CIA Director David Petraeus gave his resignation to
President Obama also, citing an extramarital affair just one year
after becoming the head of America's primary intelligence
service.  Additionally, Attorney General Eric Holder
also announced today his plans to look hard at whether he
intends to continue filling his current position in the Obama
White House, or move on to other endeavors. 
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Just two days before the lawsuit was filed, Fed Chairman
Ben Bernanke announced he would be stepping down as the
head of the central bank in late October no matter who won the
Presidency.  This announcement came on the heels of rumors
that Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner would also resign his
office before a new administration takes effect in January,
leaving the majority of key positions in Obama's cabinet
unfilled.

Yet, the whole story on this massive lawsuit is much more
complex than what is being reported on the surface.  Just hours
after the Wall Street Journal issued a press release on the suit,
the children of a CNBC producer were found murdered in his
home, along with a nanny who reportedly tried to commit
suicide.  This horrific event took place just hours before or after,
CNBC posted the Wall Street Journal story on their website, and
interestingly, the story was quickly removed three hours later. 
However, even the evidence of a murder suicide by the nanny is
highly questionable, as the knife wounds inflicted on her were
of extreme force, enough to break her neck, and not coinciding
with those of a self-inflicted slashing.

CH: "But there are different reports (on the nanny)... some say

she slashed her wrist in front of the wife, some say she slashed

her throat.  But the wounds were so severe, and I've got the

military background, as I teach martial arts and edged weapons

to my client base, and the wound that she suffered, if she were

the perpetrator that killed the two children... again, I don't buy

coincidence.  The fact that the death of the children comes on the
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heels of this news story being posted, and then immediately

taken down, is troublesome."

"But it's her wound that troubles me.  They said in the NY press

she slashed her throat, but that's not what the wound description

was.  It was that the knife was put into her neck with tremendous

force, so deep that it broke her neck.  This was a kind of wound

that an active special ops would have been trained to do.  I don't

buy it, but this is my personal opinion."

For years, Congressman like Ron Paul, and other members of
the House of Representatives, tried to get the Federal Reserve
under oath to tell Americans how much, and what happened to,
all the money distributed through the TARP and other lending
programs after the 2008 crisis.  Even then, it took a Freedom of
Information Act lawsuit by Bloomberg to force the Fed into
revealing the recipients of the TARP program, and by the scope
of it, even those documents barely cover the $43 trillion alleged
to have been laundered by the banks in the Spire Law Firm
lawsuit.  Thus, it should be no surprise that many individuals,
both in government, and in the nation's central bank, are
suddenly offering their resignations, and stepping down long
before the lawsuit makes it to court, and forces legal discovery
on how far down the rabbit hole the potential fraud and theft
may go.

This one always gave me the creeps.
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[–]  Gorillion  6 points (+6|-0 ) 4.1 hours ago 

Only two kids killed? Previous time it was noted Trillions of public dollars were
missing two planes got flown into two skyscrapers full of people and someone blew
up the forensic accounting department of the Pentagon, and the middle east got
carpet bombed.

permalink

[–]  lipids  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

There was a few billion worth of gold under wtc 7. 9/11 was about the heist. There
wasn't any gold to steal in 2012.

permalink    parent

[–]  muffalettadiver  5 points (+6|-1 ) 5.9 hours ago 

This is big.

permalink

[–]  Buzzzard  3 points (+3|-0 ) 3.3 hours ago 

The entire financial system of the "west" is a house of cards. Since all western
currency is just Rothschild monopoly money, we actually do have the opportunity to
make all debt just go poof. How much is the national debt? What if we just decided
not to pay the banksters? I suggest we round up all the bankster swine--including the
Rothschilds--and put them on a leaky barge and tow them out a few hundred miles
into the Atlantic and then sink the barge. The world would be an exciting and new
place. We simply don't need the bankster criminals.

I often wonder where all the gold is. Member when Germany wanted all its gold
back? It was supposedly in the vaults of the NY Federal Reserve bank. The German
politicians who raised this issue were quickly shut up. My hunch is their gold ain't in
NY. My hunch also is the the gold supposedly in Ft. Knox ain't there either. Where is
the gold?
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[–]  Metanoiac  2 points (+3|-1 ) 4.4 hours ago 

I think this should become a project for the community. We should go /pol/ on this
story.
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[–]  jwm5514  1 points (+1|-0 ) 3.9 hours ago 

Ok, you can get us started then. Let me know when you’re done.
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[–]  Sheitstrom  2 points (+3|-1 ) 5.1 hours ago 

Pfffttt... Nannies hack kids to death all the time. In fact, my nanny hacked me to death
it's so common...
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[–]  dontmindthemess  4 points (+4|-0 ) 4.4 hours ago  (edited 4.4 hours ago)

She probably shot up 3 marijuana joints before the attack.
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[–]  vahelper  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

Most likely home schooled.

permalink    parent

[–]  badruns  0 points (+0|-0 ) 56 minutes ago 

Obamas legacy was a long one...

Yes, this one made waves in the conspiracy circles, and for good reason.
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[–]  bourbonexpert  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

The nose knows
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[–]  WindMillOfPeace  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

God damn dude. You're on fire today.
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[–]  HillBoulder  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.1 hours ago 

Thanks for bringing this one back.
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[–]  i_scream_trucks  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2.6 hours ago  (edited 2.6 hours ago)

Dear Canada,

Can we please have our Hornets back? The new hornets we bought from America
choke us to death and the other new planes we bought from America can't shoot
anything.

Thanks blokes.

Straya
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